


A liqueur coffee is a coffee drink with a shot of liqueur. ... Liqueur coffee are all

variants on what is widely known as Irish coffee, hot coffee with whiskey and a

layer of cream (not whipped) floated on top. Liqueur coffee is particularly popular

in Galicia, Spain, where it is considered a traditional drink.



THE CLASSIC IRISH COFFEE 
Espresso with Irish whisky and whipped cream.

HOT BOOZY COFFEE 
Espresso with Kahlua liqueur and milk cream.

HOT WHITE RUSSIAN  
Freshly brewed coffee with heavy cream and coffee-flavored liqueur.

COFFEE MARTINI 
Freshly brewed coffee with coffee liqueur and ice cubes.

CAPPUCCINO MARTINI 
Espresso with baileys and coffee liqueur and coco powder.

Liqueur CoffeeLiqueur CoffeeLiqueur Coffee
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Espresso means "pressed out" in Italian. This refers to the way espresso isEspresso means "pressed out" in Italian. This refers to the way espresso is
made — forcing boiling water through finely ground coffee beans. Espressomade — forcing boiling water through finely ground coffee beans. Espresso
has more caffeine per volume than most coffee beverages.has more caffeine per volume than most coffee beverages.

Espresso means "pressed out" in Italian. This refers to the way espresso is
made — forcing boiling water through finely ground coffee beans. Espresso
has more caffeine per volume than most coffee beverages.



RISTRETTO 
A small, very strongly flavored coffee.

ESPRESSO 
A strong black coffee a blast of energy. Can be had with cold milk to taste.

CAFFE MACCHIATO 
An espresso coffee drink with a small amount of milk added.

CAPPUCCINO 
The Viennese style, frothy coffee with milk, topped with a dash of

chocolate. Perfectly relaxing.

BLACK COFFEE 
Black aromatic coffee, a perfect accompaniment or end to a good meal.

HOT CHOCOLATE
A big nourishing, wholesome cup of whole milk really Chocolaty & frothy.

CAFÉ LATTE
A shot of Espresso topped with steamed milk and foam,

served in a tall mug. The more milky kind !

CAFÉ MOCHA 
A delicious combination of Espresso and Chocolate

syrup topped with steamed milk and chocolate powder.

DOUBLE ESPRESSO 
Two Espressos in one.

CAFÉ AMERICANO 
American drip coffee — Italian style ! Served black with milk on the side. 

COLD COFFEE (WITH ICE-CREAM /WITHOUT ICE CREAM) 
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Iced tea is a form of cold tea. Though usually served in a glass with ice, it
can refer to any tea that has been chilled or cooled. It may be sweetened
with sugar, syrup and/or apple slices. Iced tea is also a popular packaged
drink and can be mixed with flavored syrup, with multiple common flavors
including lemon, raspberry, lime, passion fruit, peach, orange, strawberry,
and cherry.



ICED COFFEE 
Ice cold milk with coffee.

ICED AMERICANO 

ICED ESPRESSO 
Espresso shots with ice.

ICED CAPPUCCINO 
Espresso shot with iced milk and milk foam.

ICED TEA 
A chilled drink of sweetened tea without milk. 

Cafe ColdCafe ColdCafe Cold

OUR SELECTION:

Green Organic, Assam Leaf, 

Masala Chai, Earl Grey, 

Darjeeling, Ginger Honey,

Lemon Tea, Black Tea. 

Tea'sTea'sTea's
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Juice is a drink made from the extraction or pressing of the natural liquid contained
in fruit and vegetables. Fruits and vegetables are high in vitamins and minerals.
Drinking juices could introduce extra nutrients into the body to boost overall health.
Juices are rich in anti-inflammatory compounds that may boost the immune system
and help a person feel more energetic.
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LEMONADE

SWEET LIME 
A refreshing and cool fruit, it builds vitality and

resistance against disease, rich in Vitamin C.

WATERMELON 
A high-lycopene fruit rich in Vitamin B6 and keeps

the body hydrated and energetic.

CARROT 
Rich in Vitamin A, this is great for the eyes and

cleanses the body.

PINEAPPLE 
Is a good kidney and body cleanser. Contains Vitamins A, B2, C.

ORANGE 
Rich in Several Important Nutrients. Orange juice is high

in many nutrients, including vitamin C, folate, and potassium. ...

CANDED JUICE 

DREAMY CREAMY MILK SHAKES 
Dry fruits, Chocolate, Banana, Mango, strawberry (seasonal) 

DREAMY CHOCOLATE COOKIE SHAKE
A creamy and thick milk shake with delicious chocolate

cookies all blended in.

LASSI
Sweet, salted, Banana, Mango, Mint, (Seasonal)



Burger’ is actually a stripped name. The actual name is Hamburger. The name
Hamburger was derived from Hamburg steaks that were introduced to the US
by German immigrants. Hamburgers weren’t really much popular until its
introduction at St. Louis World’s fair held in year 1904. In America alone,
50 billion burgers are eaten in one single year! Now that’s quite a figure!



Burgers & WichesBurgers & WichesBurgers & Wiches

TESTER BURGER
(Veggi small burger is loaded with affine blend of fresh 

vegetables mashed potatoes &flavored with Indian spices)

TESTER BURGER PLATTER
(SMALL VEGGI BURGER 4 PCS)

VEGGI BURGER
(Veggi burger is loaded with affine blend of 

fresh vegetables & flavored with Indian spices)

MAHARAJA BURGER
(A cheese burger is a hamburger topped with cheese)

CLASSIC VEGGIE  BURGER COMBO
(INCLUDING FRIES & SOFT DRINK)

(Veggi burger is loaded with affine blend of fresh vegetables 

mashed potatoes &flavored with Indian spices)

CHEESE BURGER COMBO 
(INCLUDING FRIES & SOFT DRINK)

(A cheese burger is a hamburger topped with cheese)

CLARION SPECIAL CHICKEN BURGER COMBO
(INCLUDING FRIES & SOFT DRINK)

 (Super tasty, quick easy chicken burger recipe made with 

   seasoned, crispy chicken breast)

VEGGIE SANDWICH
(Vegetables sandwich is a type of vegetarian sandwich consisting of 

various vegetables which may include bell pepper and myonaise.)

VEG GRILLED SANDWICH
(Veg grilled sandwich is a savory sandwich made using 

cabbage, capcicum carrot bell pepper and myonaise)
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Pizza a usually round, flattened base of leavened wheat-based dough topped with tomatoes,
cheese, and often various other ingredients (anchovies, olives, meat, etc.) baked at a high
temperature, traditionally in a wood-fired oven. In Italy, pizza served in formal settings, 
such as at a restaurant, is presented unsliced and eaten with the use of a knife and fork. 
In casual settings it is cut into wedges to be eaten while held in the hand. 
Modern pizza was invented in Naples, and the dish and its variants have since become
popular in many countries. It has become one of the most popular foods in the world
and a common fast food item in Europe and North America, available at pizzerias
(restaurants specializing in pizza), restaurants offering Mediterranean cuisine,
and via pizza delivery.



CHEESE MARGHERITA 
Classic margherita with cheese and basil leaves.

A FARM FRESH 
Mushroom, corn assorted  bell peppers, onion, black olives, jalapenos and cheese.

PANEER TIKKA PIZZA 
Tandoori paneer tikka tomatoes and onions with Indian flavored pizza sauce.

CHICKEN TIKKA PIZZA 
Tandoori chicken tikka tomatoes and onions with Indian flavored pizza sauce.

MEATZAA…PIZZA 
Mutton sheekh & keema specially designed for meat lovers.

PASTA 
Choice of any pasta shape with your choice of sauce. Pasta: Spaghetti / Penne / Fusilli / Farfalle 

Veg Sauces: Alfredo / Pesto / Arrabiata | Non Veg Sauce : Mix Sauce

Pizzas & PastasPizzas & PastasPizzas & Pastas
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VEG CLUB SANDWICH
(This is a multi-decker sandwich means 

in this sandwich stuffing are made in 3 types layers.)

COLD CHICKEN SANDWICH
(This cold sandwich is full of flavor, texture and color. 

Combination of chicken and myonaise)

CHICKEN GRILLED SANDWICH
(Grilled sandwich is a sandwich that typically consist 

of boneless, skinless chicken breast)

CHICKEN CLUB SANDWICH
(Toast slice of white bread sandwich 

stuffing are made in 3types layers)
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The dishes we serve prior to the main course are designed to whet the
appetite and set the tone for the meal. They occupy the mind and belly
while dining guests wait for the centerpiece that will satisfy their hunger
to the fullest. You might be familiar for the French name for appetizers:
Hors d’oeuvre. While “appetizer” refers specifically to building the
appetite, Hors d’oeuvre literally means, “outside of the masterpiece.” 



TAX –MAX CHEESE NACHOS

(Crunchy and crispy nacho with mozzarella cheese)

COTTAGE CHEESE ON TOAST

(Cheese on toast is a meal made by placing cheese

on slices of toasted bread and melting the cheese under grill)

COOKIES

(A small, flat sweet food from sugar and flour)

KOLKATTA MUDI

(A Indian Dish of Puffed Rice, Onion, Spies)
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Dessert is a course that concludes a meal.The term dessert can apply to many
confections, such as biscuits, cakes, cookies, custards, gelatins, ice creams,
pastries, pies, puddings, sweet soups, and tarts. Fruit is also commonly found
in dessert courses because of its naturally occurring sweetness. Some cultures
sweeten foods that are more commonly savory to create desserts.



DessertsDessertsDesserts (Cakes Starts Rs.200 for 400gm)

PINEAPPLE CAKE

A zingy upbeat cake with a great fresh pineapple taste.

STRAWBERRY

A zingy upbeat cake with a great fresh strawberry taste.

BANANA

A zingy upbeat cake with a great fresh banana taste.

ORANGE

A zingy upbeat cake with a great fresh orange taste.

MANGO

A zingy upbeat cake with a great fresh mango taste.

SPICED CARROT CAKE WITH MAPLE 

CREAM CHEESE FROSTING

Our twist on a classic cake, made with jaggery and farm fresh carrots. Bursting with flavour!

LEMON CAKE WITH LEMON SAUCE

A zingy upbeat cake with a great fresh lemon taste.

BANANA WALNUT CAKE

A deliciously wholesome fruit and nut cake.

CARROT AND WALNUT CAKE

A nourishing cake made with jaggery and farm fresh carrots, full of goodness!
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APPLE CINNAMON CAKE

Our original yummy Apple cake.

LEMON CHEESE CAKE

An amazing lo-cal lemon cheese cake. Start spreading the news...

BLUEBERRY CHEESE CAKE

An all time favourite! Don't miss it, it's also lo-cal.

MUFFINE

(A type of bread roll often eaten hot with butter)

Different type of flavored (4PCS)

PATTIES (2PCS)

(PUFF STUFFED WITH POTATTO AND GREEN PEAS)

DOUGHNUTS WITH CHOCOLATE (2 PCS)

(A small cake in the shape of a ball or a ring made from a sweet 

dough cooked in very hot oil)

CROISSANT (2PCS)

(A type of bread roll,shaped in a curve, that is often eaten with butter )

PASTRY (1 PCS)

(A mixture of flour fat and water that is rolled out flat and 

cooked as a base or covering for pies)

DEATH BY CHOCOLATE (2PCS)

(A chocolate brownie is a square or rectangular chocolate baked treat)
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SINGLE SCOOP @40

SUNDAES START 

PINEAPPLE

BUTTER SCOTCH

TANGO MANGO

SPACIAL SUNDAES 

AMERICAN NUTS

CHOCOLATE FUDGE

BROWINE

CHOCOCHIPS

FRUITS & CREAM

HONEY
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Ice- CreamIce- CreamIce- Cream
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